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Abstract
Environment Supports Design:
Alvaro Siza and Wellesley College
Sylvia Tove-Ann Richards
Submitted to the Department of Architecture on May 7, 1993
in partial fulfillment of the requirements of the degree Master
of Architecture at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Thesis Supervisor: Thomas Chastain
Title: Assistant Professor
The antecedent of this thesis is a reaction to a history
of imposition on architectural solutions and the notion
that there are architectural equations or languages that
can repeatedly answer design and social issues regardless
of time and place. This position does not advocate
designing in a vacuum, quite the opposite. As Siza says
in the quote on page 34: "...proposals which refuse to set
limits to reality cannot be based in a fixed image nor
can they have a linear development." If the focussed
priority holds on the whole problem at that very
moment and place, the result will become a response
to some of the much larger questions, and that singular
project will be able to use the greater body of knowledge
which we all accrue over time, and not vise versa.
The intent of this thesis is to explore some of the works
of one architect, Alvaro Siza, as an exercise in
understanding a process of form-making. The
Portuguese architect was chosen for his unique stance in
the recent past's and present time's architectural
situation, and for the author's continual attraction to his
work. The research of Siza's projects becomes a
springboard for approaching an investigation into a
design project for Wellesley College. A dialogue with the
work of Alvaro Siza will supply feedback and examples.
Inevitably, the research will have a life within the
exploration of the Wellesley project as the movement
from one to the other forces better understanding of
both.
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One:
Wellesley College
I never got over the sense that when I entered Wellesley
I stepped on special ground. Wellesley made new
demands on me that opened up the unknown worlds of
knowledge and adulthood.'
Helen Lefkowitz Horowitz, class of '63

A quick summary of the foundings of Wellesley College
are a good way to introduce the school. Aside from the
facts, and not so simple to transfer into words, is the
atmosphere of the place. This is a women's college on
a non-urban campus therefore connections with so-called
'reality' can blur if a student wishes. The aspect of
being an all-female college allows for an environment of
ease and a kind of security which can be quite
comfortable. In addition, students still eagerly maintain
many of the school's original rituals: tea time on
Wednesday's at 4:00, senior hoop-rolling, step singing,just to name a few basics. This may be starting to
sound like camp, especially if one mentions, swimming
in the lake, sailing, canoeing... But in fact time for
those luxuries are scarce due to the continual
competitive academic pressures which keep things from
getting too dreamy, and students from staying too long.
The college opened to students in 1875 under the
direction of a Boston trial lawyer turned evangelical
Christian, Henry Fowle Durant. Durant owned 300
acres of beautiful land over-looking Lake Waban on the
Natick-Wellesley line. On this land he founded his female
seminary which he meant to be "the most beautiful the
world had ever seen."2 Durant had strong beliefs of the
importance of women's roles in society and hoped to give
them an education equal to that of the male liberal arts
colleges. He insisted on a female faculty and president to
offer excellent role-models for the young women. The idea
of preparing women for the world within a communal
lifestyle, without the presence of many men, was reasonably
uncharted territory and the several women's
seminaries/colleges founded within that 20 year period kept
in close contact during those formative years (ultimately
defining groups such as the Seven Sisters). What is
important, though, is that each began with a definite vision,
none of these schools developed in a pragmatic, ad hoc way.!
Campus planning, building 'style' and form were continually
prevailing issues.
The Wellesley of 1875 began as a "single gigantic building
that not only housed and fed all students and faculty, but
classrooms, laboratories, chapel, library, and museum.""
Durant wanted only "a beautiful building set in nature,
and embellished with Christian motifs."' This was College
Hall.
Durant died in 1889 upon which the Trustees gained
control of the college's future. By 1899 all evangelical
elements had disappeared culminating with the building
of Houghton Chapel as a signal to please Boston's high
society and attract more diverse students.
In terms of building and campus planning, the first 20
years of the century were decisive. Already the
construction of the Chapel created an internal storm
between the wishes of the Trustees versus the Faculty
which would continue for a quarter of a century. More
importantly, though, was the decision of the then
president of the college, Caroline Hazard, to hire
Fredrick Law Olmsted Jr. to give a report on the state
of the campus and the direction he believed appropriate
for its future planning. Some excerpts from that 1902
document are as follows:
The unique topography and landscape qualities of the
grounds must determine not only the general design but
the disposition, alignment, and composition of the
buildings... Buildings and groups should grow out of
their sites and environments, not impose themselves on
them... and the great and beautiful features of hills,
valleys, meadows, groves and winding roads should be
preserved inviolate.!
More specifically:
The special topography of the campus calls for building
on the plateaus of the hills in a style both irregular and
intricate.
The next big turning point for the college in terms of design
was 1914 when a fire totally destroyed College Hall. Yet
another commotion began over the hiring of the architect
who would rebuild the college's academic center. The
Trustee's wanted an architect with a history in Beaux Arts
campus planning. The faculty wanted an architect who
would follow up on Olmsted's ideas about the future of the
campus. Interestingly, two architects were hired; the
principal architect chosen by the Trustees, and a consulting
architect by the faculty. The first plans submitted by the
principle architect were indeed Beaux Arts in style
"balancing formal compositions of buildings along axes
determined abstractly."' The consulting architect whom the
Faculty had chosen "did not endorse this formality... being
strongly of the opinion that the infinitely varied and
strikingly picturesque contours of the grounds should
determine the siting of the buildings. Planning should avoid
exact right angles and preserve the plateau on top of the
hill as it is."' Basically, following Olmsted's beliefs. He also
urged using Gothic forms "especially in its later, more
feminine expressions, to allow the irregular and spontaneous
manner required by the land."1" As we can see in the
results today, the consulting architect seems to have given
a convincing case.
Two:
Siza's Work
That which Siza brings to our attention is a heightened
awareness of limits. He makes us see that building is,
to a large degree, contingent; that any construction is
both topographically and temporarily determined and that
all we can do is to modify the fabric as it passes in a
moment of transition between one historical moment and
the next.'
Kenneth Frampton
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The presence of nature has been an integral part of
Wellesley's campus planning and design, so to build
without considering it would be missing a thorough
understanding of the college's environment. In looking
at Siza's works we recognize an intense attachment to
specific contexts without the superficial use of images
and motifs. His works involve a kind of 'grounding'
which make the projects possible to be only from where
they are built.
Trying to understand how Siza handles the environment
of his projects (specifically natural environments in this
case) is the intent of this chapter. Two early works to
examine because of their intense relationships with the
existing natural landscape are the Boa Nova Restaurant
(Portugal, 1958-63) and the public pools at Leca da
Palmeira (Portugal, 1961-66). Only the more extensive
documentation available on the pool project makes it a
better initial example, and Siza himself says that the
projects are quite similar in respect to his thinking
process in that "the natural topographical situation was
the basis of both designs. "2
The Leca da Palmeira pool breaks down into five closely
interrelated elements, moving in sequence, from the land
to the ocean. These sequential features are: first, the
linear coastal highway; second, the concrete changing
facilities (equally linear in their configuration); third, the
rock outcrop itself; fourth, the incised in-laid pools; and
fifth and last, the ceaseless agitations of the sea itself."
Kenneth Frampton
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Orientation as Order
In the plan of the Leca da Palmeira project, the volumes
cling to the passing roadway below the side walk and
road level so that the view to the ocean from the
roadway is not blocked. The changing rooms, toilets,
and bar are located closest to the road, associating
themselves to this public, built realm. The direction of
foottraffic within the volumes follows the directionality
of the car traffic above, but as the built forms stretch
into the rocks and ocean, the natural landscape begins
to interfere with the strong definition of the paths,
breaking the forms into a wading pool for children and
ultimately a large swimming pool which literally sits
within the formation of the natural rocks, practically in
the ocean.
The project anchors itself at once with the existing order
and orientation of the street and the passing traffic, and
equally well within the natural topography. There is no
harsh transition; the large esplanade easily prys open an
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angle from the line of the traffic toward the pool and
ocean addressing the user to shift their direction as well.
Complimentary and Opposite
Our initial view of this project may be that it is one
which could be considered simply as an extension of the
existing landscape. The architectural forms seem to
heed to the pre-existing natural order of things,
constantly giving way to the conditions to the extent
that the architecture itself appears to have existed before
the rocky coast, as if the rocks had grown on and
between the built form like an algae. The 'time' of the
project seems to be equal with the natural landscape.
There is this undeniable similarity, yet Siza makes no
attempt to mimic the forms of the rocks, but quite the
opposite, he adheres to a rigid geometry. Siza has found
a way to magnify the natural landscape by presenting
somehow equal but opposite forms within the existing
boundaries. This is a radically different approach from
the typical attempt to praise the natural forms through
mimicry (page x) which often does both itself and nature
a disservice. Siza says in an interview with Bauwelt:
"I wanted to separate what was construction and what
was nature. That is why the architecture is very, very
geometrical, a completely disconnected thing."'
"Raum-Parcours"
I had to find a way to anchor these buildings into the
property, not by volumes of the buildings but by Raum-
Parcours, taking advantage of the rocks and landscape.
That is the reason for the ramp and such a zig-zag line...
I had to find the right location for every element.'
To accomplish such an anchoring into the site, the
architect must 'know' all the experiences a place has to
offer and see them as a series of spatial relationships
that can manipulate the built form, while likewise the
built form can manipulate them. This has everything to
do with the specific place, studying it, knowing it, and
generating form through that knowledge. This is
perhaps what gives the static geometry its life; the
geometric interaction with the existing experience of the
place. Those qualities (views, directions, whatever) are
magnified by the clear geometry and the experience of
the place becomes manifest in the individual's use of the
space. The precise interaction of the built form with
those existing qualities makes it unavoidable.
Building in the Landscape
Obviously the combination of the program and the site
offer a kind of 'ideal' landscape project, but a look at
several other landscape-oriented projects by Siza may
help clarify some of the points discussed above.
The Boa Nova Restaurant (1958-63) sited a few miles
down the coastline from the public pools has a very
similar site, but the program is a restaurant so the work
ultimately presents more of a coherent building thAt the
pools. The building consists of a large dining room,
kitchen areas, a tea room, and bathrooms. Large
windows off the served area frame views of the rocks
and ocean beyond. The building orients itself within the
rocks similarly to the Leca da Palmeira project, leading
one to the final goal (in this case the restaurant) by way
of a zig-zag route exaggerating the topography and
views. Siza says: "at Boa Nova I found the site too
much in competition with the landscape. There they are
two elements completely separated, each with their own
language. But they have to be in relationship with each
other."" Siza resolves the conflict by magnifying it,
similar to the pools. Here the restaurant wedges itself
between rocks directing its view partially downward so
I A.,
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from within the dining room the large rocks appear huge
with the distant view of the ocean behind.
The Alcino Cardoso House (1971-73) in Moledo do Minho,
Portugal, is a renovation of a pair of small farm
buildings into a weekend house. The thick stone and
stucco walled farm buildings were turned into a kitchen,
living room, and bedroom/bath. The new addition is
generated from picking up the line of the
roadway/property wall, and secondly from an internal
garden wall which defines the small vineyard within the
property. The existing farm buildings have been
excluded as a formal referencefor the project, yet are
strangely unoffended. The resulting triangular addition
pokes into the old structure, treating it more as some
kind of natural element than a paternal figure. Finding
the connections with the vineyard and boundaries of the
site seem of far more initial concern.
The addition sits quite low, actually sunken slightly
below grade, and with its wall of paned glass takes on
p-t-a-,. =--2,-.:.. e.. ,,.. ., ,, . .. . .. ... , _-. - -.- .:._ . -,-i _,1:-- - . -- , , .re --
the quality of an old greenhouse that has become
imbedded in the growing vegetation; again, in a way
'grounding' itself into the site. It is constructed mostly
of light-weight timber frame, plywood, and glass. Within
there is clearly "that modern tradition of flexible, light-
weight, mobile, spatial sub-division; whose ultimate
origin resides in Pierre Charreau's Mason de Verre of
1932."' An opposite extreme from the original farm
buildings.
There is little in common between the old and new
except for their both so clearly belonging to the site.
There is an agreement which makes comfortable their
contrasting qualities. In this project one can claim that
orientation is working as an ordering devise. Also
applicable are the points within 'Complimentary and
Opposite,' where Siza finds ways to incorporate the new
with the existing without mimicry.
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Three:
Wellesley's Work
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Understanding the Site
As we have begun to see from Siza's work, the site is
not simply the square footage the architect is allotted,
but the boundaries of a project stretch the distance of its
associations. In this case, the entire campus could be
considered the site. An issue then becomes giving the
project an existence within the structure of the college.
With the use of maps, photographs, and on-site
observations, a series of plan studies were done to try to
interpret the life of the college and the patterning of the
building forms. The idea is, of course, that if there is
an understanding of the existing order within the
campus, then that knowledge can be applied to the new
construction. The exercises are in a way trying to
strengthen an awareness of the campus so that the
resulting building never loses sight of the impact it
makes on a larger scale (the campus), and becomes a
continuation of the existing campus patterning.
In the topographical map (page 25) the blackened out
building footprints give us some initial information: the
dorms are all located in a somewhat irregular ring
around the Academic Quad. The older dorms, Tower
Court, Hazard Quadrangle, and Munger Hall, all
maintain a quite rigid quad format all being fully
symmetrical within themselves and internally focussed on
a rectangular courtyard. These dorms are all built on
the plateaus of hills following the advise of Olmsted.
The Academic Quad defines a center of the campus. It
is built on a hill, but the buildings define the edge of
the plateau more so than the dormitory buildings,
leaving a much larger informal central courtyard. These
academic buildings are relatively informal in terms of
their positioning, being much more in tune with the
natural hill than a rigid formality. A roadway circling up
the hill and massive stone retaining walls which merge
with the building foundations add to the exaggerating
effects the built form has on the natural contours of the
hill.
p35n
The main library and chapel buildings are sited in the
lowlands, which is odd considering their importance.
They are also different in terms of their forms, which
are both crucifix in plan, and their materialities, which
are stone construction compared to everything else
mentioned up to this point which has been red-brick.
The library and chapel create two sides of an area
defining a large sunken bed of azalea bushes below the
Academic Quad, another marker point on the campus.
The Science Center, in which we are most interested, is
an accumulation of the greenhouses (1922-23), the
original science building, Sage Hall (1927-31), the 1977
addition, and lastly, the 1990 addition. These are all
sitting on the southern side of the hill. The Whitin
Observatory, sited on the northern side of the hill's
plateau, was built in 1900 and added to in 1906 at the
same time its neighbor was built, the Whitin House (the
clapboard, colonial revival) sited at the center and
narrowest point of the plateau. What we see in the plan
(page 25) is that the original Sage Hall bounds the
southern edge of the hill's playeau with basically the
same footprint as Pendelton Hall (1915), the building
bounding the north side of the Academic Quad. This
choice seems peculiar because of the pre-existence of the
Whitin buildings, both small, white, and quite opposite
animals to Sage Hall on the opposite side of the hill. To
embrace the science hill similarly to the academic hill
makes sense, but the existence of the Whitin buildings
seem to have been ignored. With the Whitin buildings
already topping the hill, to begin to literally translate
the academic center to the science hill shows little
ingenuity.
Forty years later, in the 1970's, when the Trustees
needed to expand the science facilities, the problematic
definition of the science area was unavoidable, and
ultimately a philosophy of how the college will treat new
academic construction, which could no longer be limited
to the initial academic ring, had to be dealt with for the
first time. Surely Olmsted Jr.'s past advice was
considered, but for the most part was tossed out. The
'I4.
choice to absorb the definition of the landscape with the
structure of the 1977 addition was a radical move in
campus planning for the college.. Such a positive pre-
existing element as the landscape, which is a tremendous
part of what gives the campus so much inherent beauty,
was chosen to be ignored. Also stepping from the norm
(and latter reinforced by the 1990 addition) was the
decision for the 1977 addition to be strongly frontal, with
a dominating facade directed away from the plateau of
the hill, facing toward the library, which implies a kind
of rejection of its own site. As a result, the Whitin
buildings and the science hill's plateau become even
more diminutive.
There is no question of the college's forgetfulness of this
site. It is the only area on this highly manicured
campus which has no garden landscaping whatsoever.
The plateau is partly asphalted for parking purposes and
otherwise is left unkempt. A purpose of the design
exploration aspect of this thesis is to strengthen the
science hill within the bounds of the program for
WN'TWO1590
additional science facilities (museum exhibition space,
observatory classrooms, and lecture space). The problem
develops as to how one can set-up a definition of a very
large site without much actual building (in this case less
than 8,000 square feet). There are site considerations at
two scales; one being the science hill itself, the other
being the entire campus and a positioning within that
fabric.
Design Exploration
The design process began with site observation and
analysis at the campus-wide level. As mentioned in
section three, the idea being to try to abstract the site
into terms more easily understandable at a conceptual
level. Plan studies looked at paths, directions,
implications of building forms, building uses, and an
overall campus patterning.
In the sketch on page 35, the shaded areas show highly
used spaces with lines showing the flow patterns
between buildings (basically, the well-trodden paths).
Notes on the building footprints simply identify the
materiality of each building, not necessarily what it is
truly made of, but how it appears. For example the
library is noted as 'smooth, precise marble'; the 1977
addition as 'plexi-lego-concrete', though the library is not
marble, nor is the science center lego construction.
The sketches on pages 36 and 37 look for axes which
may help control some of the positioning of buildings.
They also note the Science Center and the Tower Court
35
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dormitories as having significantly strong edge. The east
facade a of the Tower Court complex has a very strong
presence in forming the open space below the Academic
Quad. The south-west facade of the Science Center has
already been noted as being very directional toward the
library area.
The series of three white on black sketches try to distill
even further how the campus is perceived. In the first
sketch Tower Court is reduced to a line marking the
facade just mentioned. The chapel and library become
crucifix. The Academic Quad becomes directional lines
with an 'X' marking the all-important central courtyard.
The Science Center also has a central 'X' marking the
huge interior space created between the new and old
constructions. The Whitin buildings are barely
noticeable. In the second sketch the rectangular space
below the Academic Quad is added as a significant space
on campus, and a first idea of trying to make a
connection between the Whitin buildings and the
Academic Quad appears. And finally, in the third sketch
landmarks are added, for example the towers: at the
Academic Quad, the four at Hazard Quadrangle, and one
at Tower Court, with lines connecting them to each other
and the observatory domes.
Exploring the Site
The Idea to make a connection with the Academic Quad
in a way violates the rules set-up on the campus at the
beginning of the century and one's which have been
criticized in section three; this is not the Beaux Arts
campus plan which the Trustees hoped for: "balancing
buildings along abstractly determined axes,"' but the
built form is meant to respond morphologically to the
environment. In Olmsted's time that environment was
nearly all natural, now there is existing built form to
consider as well. At the site of the science hill there is
39
the natural hill, the tiny Whitin buildings, and the
Science Center conglomeration which dominates the area.
The chance of re-establishing the natural center plateau
as Olmsted would have prefered is unlikely. The siting
of the Whitin house at the center of the hill combined
with the present massive imbalance between the Science
Center and the northern half of the hill means that the
definition of the hill must be found in a completely
different solution than the examples already given on
campus.
The initial choice of site for the new project was the
western slope of the hill which is barren, sun-soaked,
and over-looking the Academic Quad. The idea was to
make a visual connection with the Academic Quad and
use the built form to exaggerate the slope of the hill,
giving it more strength, also by winding a path along
the hill similarly to how the narrow roadway circles up
the Academic hill creating an effect of alternating
terracing and retaining wall, terracing and retaining
wall. Unfortunately, that site is problematic because
the weight of the Science Center diminishes a small
building at such a close proximity. The second scheme
takes that into consideration with the notion that the
program for the new building does not require enough
mass to counter balance the Science Center, but can
define enough open space to oppose with equal force the
mass of the Science Center. In essence, this is implying
a positive/negative effect, or as has been discussed in
section two, introducing two opposites to balance a site
without diminishing either.
The building site then moves to the far north-west edge
of the hill adjacent to the observatory building where
paths leading to the rest of campus can be used define
the open space of the south-western slope.
The following plan studies try to find a design which
works out that problem. The sketch on page 42
examines the hill as if it had two parts, one being the
Science Center and one at the observatory with a
dividing line at the pinch of the hill crossing though the
Whitin house. In that case volumes try to form a
defined area. The following two sketches try magnify
the sweep of that far side of the hill by following the
contours and connecting with existing nearby paths. The
fourth sketch considers the directions away from the
center of campus into the botanic gardens, the
Hunnewell Arboretum, and toward the town of Wellesley.
The connection with the public is important because this
project is supplying museum exhibition space and as the
college art museum, botanical gardens, greenhouses, and
the arboretum are all well used by the public, this
museum area will hopefully be as well.
-))j
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Plan Studies at the Observatory
Moving up in scale a few notches, the following plan
studies and models try to resolve the new construction
with the immediate natural environment, the observatory
building, and the issues before mentioned. The first
sketch simply makes an angle with the directions of
access; one coming up the south-western slope with a
new ramped pathway, the other ramping up the north-
west slope from the dormitories. A third access is noted
coming perpendicularly off the existing path which leads
to town, and takes advantage of a break in the dense
evergreens which surround the north and east sides of
the science hill. The second sketch is similar, but begins
to break apart the stiffness of the directional lines
running parallel to the observatory. The models on
pages 48 and 49 begin to explore the curve as a way to
resolve the sharp angle created by the two paths leading
into the building.
As the study models progress one of the curves becomes
submerged to lessen their equality, while the second
remains tall, becoming superior. The volumes hugging
the north side of the observatory are clipped off, allowing
the north-south direction to become dominant because
this directionality cuts through the slope of the hill
exaggerating the change in heights instead of following
the contours. In the third series of models the curve is
given more power over the strong north-south direction
by severing a segment of the north-south piece and
twisting it to a right angle with a tangential line. The
curve is also seen as magnifying the direction outward
as well as inclosing gallery spaces inward.
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Summary
Architectural analysis is a deceptive task. It sounds
straightforward, methodical even, but architectural
analysis usually works under the assumption that the
architect himself is working in a predictable, continuous
manner. But what if the works in question evade that
critical analysis, what if the designer resists a theoretical
position on which the critic looks to hang his case?
The intent of this thesis was to capture some learning
about design through an investigation of a particular
architect's work. I confess that what exactly was being
searched for within that body of work was far from clear
at the beginning. A somewhat dangerous way to embark
on a thesis. The only certainly was that something
there was worth finding, and though the search was
viciously frustrating at times, those memories disappear
as discoveries begin to unfold.
The other aspect of this thesis was to use a moving back
and forth between a design project and research to
enable what was being discovered about Siza's work to
immerge through the Wellesley project, since the
ultimate goal is learning how to design. This process
is brutally honest and many of the first sketches and
models revealed my mere surface understanding of the
research. This is about the time when the realization
came that my own approach had slipped into the group
against which I based my initial criticism: the belief that
a language or theory can, like an equation, repeatedly
give solutions to design problems. I realized that
probably when I really understood Siza's approach, my
work would 'look' nothing like his, for he has never built
in the place of my project.
What one can learn from Siza is not a philosophy or
theoretical stance on architectural design, but the
importance of maintaining a resistance to the ease of
doing just that. I am not implying that Siza is a victim
to the tides of fashion --furthest from that. Crucial to
the works examined in this thesis is his intense ability
to perceive space as limitless and then somehow abstract
that continuation of space and form into a core
understanding of the time and place, or 'site', of the
project in question. That knowledge comes before the
imposition of the general accumulation of knowledge
which we all carry and usually burden our works with.
The site-specific understanding can manipulate the
accrued knowledge we store and use (consciously or not),
not vise versa, and that ability to separate the two
generates works which resist the typical remarks of the
critic. But of course, easier said that done.
Nrw!
Appendix I:
Pinto & Sotto Maior Bank
Oliveira de Azemeis, 1971-74
Architectural proposals which aim to thoroughly merge
with innovative existing trends, with the conflicts and the
tensions which characterize reality; proposals which claim
to be more than passive materialisation, which refuse to
set limits to reality by analysing all of its aspects one at
a time; proposals of this kind cannot be based on a fixed
image nor can they have a linear development. For the
same reasons, whatever form they take cannot be
ambiguous. Nor can they be confined to their particular
field or discipline, even if this would seem to be more
appropriate.'
Alvaro Siza

Ur;.
In the two projects to be examined in the appendices,
the Pinto & Sotto Maior Bank (Oliveira de Azemeis,
1971-74) and the Antonio Carlos Siza house (Santo Tirso,
1976-78) we again find Siza's ability to root his projects
into their sites. In the Antonio Siza house this is
achieved partly by means of an understanding of the lot
definition and the physical representation of that: the
property wall. And for the bank, by means of regulating
lines generated like a web clinging to the surrounding
environment. Again, in neither case is the 'grounding'
a mimicry of images or forms, in fact neither of these
project looks much like anything around them. What
separates them from the works of Siza in section Two
are their types of sites and programs, which result in
two projects with extremely dense spatial activity,
exhibiting the architect's master of understanding three-
dimensional space.
To begin with, Siza's project for the Pinto & Sotto Maior
Bank is perhaps the first of his works in which geometry
plays such a vivid role in the creation of spatial density.
Though geometry is clearly a major feature at Leca da
Palmeira (1961-66), the pool project is inherently planar, '1
hugging the earth and interacting with the ocean. In
the urban site of the bank project, the scales become
comparatively quite compact and the vertical dimension,
which has already been set-up by the neighboring
structures, crucial.
In this work, Siza claims that the reasoning for the
shifting, descending forms which dominate the design, W Ii
began with his concern over the impact the new project
would have on the existing structures, in particular theV
adjacent 18th century house to which the bank's lot had
previously belonged. He says: "I tried to stack back the
levels, so that the family's views would not be blocked.
After a certain time this developed into a curve, from
which I used the height lines from the neighboring
facade. If one looks at the curves, one sees that PSG
everything is connected with the intention to bring light
into the old house... From this reason one sees all these
regulating lines. They were introduced in order to
achieve these overlapping volumes. They are intensively
connected with the site and also with the system of
construction."2
Though there are many aspects to this design, this
thesises interest is in the characteristics of the bank
project which are shared with the Leca da Palmeira
project. The hypothesis is that both are achieving
similar effects though one is quite urban and the other
equally [rural]. At Leca da Palmeira, Siza describes the
design as partially trying to achieve a 'spatial-course'
which has to do with how one moves through and
experiences the place. This 'experiencing of place' has a
tremendous amount to do with what makes-up the site
before the new project has begun. For the pool project,
the rocks and ocean, and the meeting of that with the
new forms, the pools and esplanade. As discussed in
section Two, Siza uses static geometry to resolve the
differences between the built and natural forms (or one
could say the pre-existing and new) simultaneously
magnifying both. At the bank, the interacting volumes
also create a kind of spatial course which makes up the
project, but in this case using the nature of a bank's
functions --restricted movement and a regular, foreseen
path which the users must take-- to formalize the
regulating lines/curves. Looking at the geometry, the
sweeping curves seen in the light fixtures on the ceilings
and the banking counters, the location of stairs, etc., all
these things make those restrictions spatially clear and
easy to cognitively interpret, in fact nothing seems left
untouched. The building becomes layered not only in
section but in plan, with the layers of restriction
horizontally moving toward the point which generates
the curves, the closest area being, of course, the bank
safe.
Secondly, the bank project perceives it's site similarly as
does the pool project. Siza himself says that the
regulating lines "are intensely connected with the site."
* **4
The simple gesture of placing the controlling center
points which generate the major curved volumes outside
of the actual property lines shows an engagement with
the entire environment, connecting the building to a
structure greater than the dimensional limits of the
given site. For some reason this merging with the
structure of an extensive site is always looked for by
critics when the site is highly 'natural' of 'rural', but
rarely when urban, or even suburban. Siza's projects
merge with what ever site they are given, there appears
to be no prejudicing, all are considered worthwhile and
significant. Peter Testa refers to this as 'Non-Imitative
Contextualism,'3  He describes the bank as having a
language which "is a total break from the surrounding
architectural language,... The building responds
morphologically to the elements which make up the
square. Rather than formal borrowings of the existing
architectural vocabulary, the volumes and disposition or
elements are initially developed and controlled by the
regulating lines generated in reference to physical
elements surrounding the building site. These references
become internalized and begin to refer to each other."'
Like the Leca da Palmeira project there is a loss of
boundary definition due to an acceptance of everything
that touches the site. For the pools this interaction is
much clearer. The Pinto & Sotto Maior Bank achieves
the same consideration with every formation of space it
creates between itself and the neighboring forms. The
choice of shifting levels to allow for a certain amount of
space and light between the 18th century house and the
bank being the most obvious example.
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